
PUBLIC SAFETY  
UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS 

CITY OF FREMONT



WHAT A UAS IS...

-An aerial perspective 

-A tool to enhance situational awareness 

-A way to improve personnel safety 

-A tool to locate victims in need of rescue and      

  that are lost or missing



-Not weaponized 

-Not used as a platform for random surveillance activities 

-Not used to intercept electronic communications 

-Not excluded from privacy laws

WHAT A UAS ISN'T...



INTENDED USE
Police

-Public safety and life preservation  

-Monitor barricaded suspects, hostage situations, active  

  shooters, apprehension of armed and dangerous and/ 

  or violent fleeing suspects, high-risk search warrants 

-Evaluate suspected explosive devices 

-Post-incident crime scene preservation and  

  documentation



INTENDED USE
Police

-Pursuant to a search warrant 

-Search for missing children or elderly 

-Search for fleeing suspects 

-Probable cause to believe the UAS will record 

  images or events that tend to show that a felony has  

  been committed or is being committed 

-Training



INTENDED USE
Fire

-Public safety and life preservation  

-Locate and assess victims in need of rescue 

-Monitor integrity of buildings on fire 

-Account for personnel on the fireground 

-Locate seat of fire in larger structures 



INTENDED USE
Fire

-Assess & monitor hazardous material  releases 

-Natural disaster monitoring  

-Assist Truck Company rooftop operations 

-Mapping 

-Wildland fires 

-Training



CAPABILITIES
-Can enter atmospheres that are hazardous to personnel 

-Can provide HD video/pictures 

-Can provide thermal imaging 

-Can carry an external load, ie:  flotation device, radio, etc.  

-Can monitor or assess an area that is potentially    

  dangerous 

-Can operate in virtually all weather conditions (M210) 

-Can warn the pilot of approaching aircraft and can warn  

  other aircraft in the area of its location 



CAPABILITIES
-Can take off and land autonomously 

-Will warn the pilot when approaching restricted 

  airspace, and stop the aircraft from entering 

-Will warn the pilot when approaching altitude  

  maximums 

-Will passively avoid collisions with obstacles in its  

  path 

-Will autonomously return home when battery level is 

  low and will always reserve enough for the return  

  flight



WEIGHT                        6 LBS   
MAX SPEED                  APPROX. 50 MPH
FLIGHT TIME                 APPROX. 20 MIN.
MAX RANGE                  APPROX. 1.5 MILES

INSPIRE 1





WEIGHT                        3 LBS   
MAX SPEED                  APPROX. 45 MPH
FLIGHT TIME                 APPROX. 28 MIN.
MAX RANGE                  APPROX. 3 MILES

PHANTOM 4 
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Battery Level
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THE CAMERAS



PILOT REQUIREMENTS 



PILOT SIGN OFF  



OBSERVER SIGN OFF



PRE-FLIGHT CHECKLIST





DEPLOYMENT REPORT



FAA REQUIRED REPORTING



RECENT UAS EVENTS
-Vehicle into the water, Niles  

  Canyon on 1/22/17 

-Large area search, Niles Canyon  

  on 1/23/17 through 1/29/17 

-Missing kayaker, SF bay on  

  1/24/17 

-PD assist for accident  

  investigation on 2/11/17



RECENT UAS EVENTS

-Body in the water, SF bay on  

  2/13/17 

-Hazardous material spill, south    

  Fremont on 3/417 

-Missing elderly person, Niles on  

  3/20/17 

-Vehicle in the water  4/5/17



RECENT UAS EVENTS
-Structure fire, Niles on  

-PD assist, officer involved  

  shooting on 4/10/17 

-Auto yard fire on 4/15/17 

-Structure fire, Irvington on  

  4/21/17



THE CAMERAS
FPD FLIR 



"The use of the UAS potentially involves privacy 
concerns.  Personnel will consider the protection 
of individual civil rights and the reasonable 
expectation of privacy as a key component of any 
decision made to deploy the UAS" 

FPD Policy: www.fremontpolice.org/policies 

       POLICIES



Q & A


